April 27, 2020
The Honorable Betsy DeVos
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC
20202
Dear Secretary DeVos:
On March 27, 2020, Congress passed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act
(CARES Act) which includes several protections designed to mitigate financial distress for some
federal student loan borrowers during the global coronavirus pandemic.1 However, in the last
two weeks, we have heard from borrowers raising many important questions about certain
provisions in the law. Where borrowers have heard from the Department of Education (ED) or
its contracted servicers, the answers have been inadequate, out of date, and often
contradictory. How the Department effectuates its mandate under the CARES Act is not only
critical to borrowers’ short-term financial stability, but also to their long-term repayment success.
Therefore, we urge the Department of Education to clearly do the following:
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●

Ensure borrowers who are enrolled in any type of deferment or forbearance
automatically receive the full range of protections offered under the CARES Act.
As of December 31, 2019, more than five million borrowers who owe ED-owned student
loan debt were in some form of deferment or forbearance.2 Many of these options—such
as economic hardship deferments, military deferments, or general hardship
forbearances—are time-limited. Importantly, none of these previously existing ways to
defer or forbear payments come with the protections offered under the CARES Act
payment suspension, such as credit towards Public Service Loan Forgiveness or
Income-Driven Repayment (IDR) forgiveness. And now, as borrowers reach out to their
servicers to determine whether their previous deferment or forbearance was lifted in
favor of the CARES Act payment suspension, they face hours-long hold times and
unanswered emails. The Department should ensure that all borrowers who are receiving
discretionary deferment or forbearance receive the full range of protections provided
under Section 3513(c) of the CARES Act.

●

Prohibit capitalization of any previously accrued interest following the suspension
of payments. At the end of 2019, the Department of Education reported that borrowers

Section 3513.
See U.S. Dep’t of Educ., Office of Fed. Student Aid, Federal Student Loan Portfolio: Portfolio by Loan Status (reflecting data as of
Q1 2020), https://studentaid.gov/sites/default/files/fsawg/datacenter/library/PortfoliobyLoanStatus.xls.
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collectively owed $83.3 billion in accrued interest on their federal student loans.3 In many
cases, accrued interest is capitalized (added to the principal on which interest will be
charged) whenever a triggering events occurs, such as the end of a period of
forbearance.4 Accrued interest is also capitalized if the borrower leaves the repayment
plan or switches between certain income-driven repayment plans.5 The Department has
not, as of yet, issued formal guidance on whether the payment suspension or a
borrower’s enrollment in an alternative repayment plan during or immediately following
the payment suspension will be treated as a capitalization-triggering event. As a result,
borrowers are getting mixed messages on social media about interest capitalization.6
The Department should take steps to ensure that any previously accrued interest is not
capitalized as borrowers pursue long-term relief by enrolling in alternative repayment
plans following the payment suspension.
•

Improve the IDR enrollment process for borrowers who are eligible for $0
payments. Experts anticipate that the current recession will be the most significant in
our lifetimes and will extend far beyond the next several months.7 Today’s
unprecedented unemployment may very well extend through the end of the year or
longer, creating long-term financial distress for millions.8 However, income-driven
repayment options can play a valuable role in improving the financial circumstances of
student loan borrowers in the face of economic upheaval.9 The flexibility offered by IDR
is critical for the most vulnerable borrowers who, despite being eligible for $0 payments,
struggle to enroll in these plans and instead often face unnecessary delinquency and
default.10 Law enforcement officials,11 consumers advocates,12 and Members of
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Congress13 have all called for reducing the burden to enroll in IDR so more borrowers
can access this vital protection. In fact, one large servicer found that allowing borrowers
to verbally attest to having no income over the phone improved IDR uptake, thereby
improving borrowers’ long-term outcomes.14 The Department should immediate action to
reduce the burden of IDR enrollment, including by permitting verbal enrollment and
attestation of income. Furthermore, the Department should instruct servicers to
implement interactive voice response and website systems that include information
about IDR for borrowers who experience job loss.
●

Provide additional guidance and relief for borrowers in default on federal debt that
is not owned by ED. Under the plain language of the bill, the CARES Act protections
apply to debt that is owned by the Department of Education—interpreted by the
Department of Education to mean Direct Loans and ED-owned FFELP loans. However,
over $170 billion worth of federal student loans are not owned by the federal government
and it is unclear what, if any, protections will be extended to these borrowers. This
includes uncertainty as to what action the Department taking to halt collections on
commercial FFELP loans.15 Specifically, upon default, commercial FFELP debt becomes
a liability of the Department.16 As such borrowers who have defaulted on commercial
FFELP loans should be afforded the same protections under the CARES Act as other
borrowers in default on federally held student debt. The Department should take steps to
ensure that commercial FFELP borrowers in default are provided with relief similar to
that offered under the CARES Act, and furthermore, should assist loan holders,
servicers, and collectors in implementing this relief.

●

Execute a plan for borrowers who are already in default. More than nine million
federal student loan borrowers are currently in default.17 Many borrowers are now
seeking options to cure their defaulted loans, such as rehabilitation or consolidation,
particularly as they seek to take advantage of the other federal student loan protections
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provided under the CARES Act. However, as call centers are reducing staff, limiting
hours, or closing altogether, borrowers report that they are struggling to either
consolidate their loans or enroll and make progress in a rehabilitation plan. In the best of
circumstances, student loan rehabilitation is a fraught process that relies heavily on
regular communication with one’s debt collector.18 But now, call center disruptions leave
borrowers who are seeking to cure a defaulted loan at risk of falling prey to
communication failures that will keep them in default, when instead these borrowers
could be using the six-month payment suspension to set their loans up for long-term
success. The Department should ensure that any borrower who has made at least three
payments under a rehabilitation plan be automatically considered to have successfully
completed the rehabilitation plan. The Department should further ensure that those
borrowers’ loans are returned to good standing and continue with standard servicing in
an IDR plan. By doing so, the Department would allow borrowers to use the six-month
payment suspension to enroll in an income-driven repayment plan, thereby helping to
ensure long-term repayment success.
The passage of the CARES Act laid out necessary first steps for mitigating the economic fallout
of the coronavirus pandemic. However, more work is needed to ensure the financial health and
wellness and millions of borrowers. We ask that these questions be addressed promptly and
directly by the Department of Education.

Sincerely,
Seth Frotman
Executive Director
Student Borrower Protection Center
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Persis Yu
Director
Student Loan Borrower Assistance Project
National Consumer Law Center
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